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A Hybrid Algorithm

for Solving Sparse Nonlinear Systems of Equations*

By J. E. Dennis, Jr. and Guangye Li**

Abstract. This paper presents a hybrid algorithm for solving sparse nonlinear systems

of equations. The algorithm is based on dividing the columns of the Jacobian into

two parts and using different algorithms on each part. The hybrid algorithm incorpo-

rates advantages of both component algorithms by exploiting the special structure of

the Jacobian to obtain a good approximation to the Jacobian, using as little effort as

possible. A Kantorovich-type analysis and a locally ç-superlinear convergence result for

this algorithm are given.

1. Introduction. Consider the nonlinear system of equations

(1.1) F(x) = 0,

where F: Rn —► Rn is continuously differentiable on an open convex set D C Rn,

and the Jacobian matrix F'(x) is sparse. To solve the system, we use the iteration

(1.2) x = x - B~lF(x),

where x is the current iterate, x is the new iterate, and B is an approximation to

F'(x), which has the same sparsity as the Jacobian.

Suppose we have finished the current iteration. Then the information we have is

x, x, F(x), F(x), B. The purpose of this paper is to find a matrix B which is a good

approximation to F'(x) and to economize on the number of function evaluations

required for this approximation.

In 1970 Schubert [11] gave a sparse modification of Broyden's [1] update. Broy-

den [2] also gave this algorithm independently. In order to present Schubert's

algorithm, we introduce the following notation concerning the sparsity pattern of

the Jacobian:

Definition 1.1. For j = 1,2,..., n define the subspace Z3 c Rn determined by

the sparsity pattern of the jth row of the Jacobian:

Zj = {veRn:efv = 0 for all i such that [F'ix]}^ = 0 for all x G Rn},
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where e¿ is the ¿th column of the n x n identity matrix. Define the set of matrices

Z that preserve the sparsity pattern of the Jacobian:

Z = {A e L(Rn): ATe] € Zj for j = 1,2,...,n}.

Definition 1.2. For j = 1,2,... ,n define the projection operator, Dj 6 L{Rn),

that maps Rn onto Zj:

Dj = dia.g{dji,dj2, ■ ■ -,djn),

where
Í 1,    if et e Zj,

dji = <
{ 0,    otherwise.

For a scalar a 6 R, define the pseudoreciprocal

for1,    ifa/0,
tv = <

I 0, if a = 0.

Now Schubert's update is formulated as follows:

(1.3) B = B + ¿(MjM,-)+e^(» - ßS)[S]J,

where [s]j = D,s, s = z — x and y = F(x) — F(x).

The advantage of Schubert's algorithm is that at each iteration only one func-

tion evaluation is required, and it is g-superlinearly convergent (see Marwil [8]).

However, it usually requires more iterations than finite difference algorithms (see

Li [7]).

Curtis, Powell, and Reid [4] proposed a finite difference algorithm, called the

CPR algorithm, which is based on a partition of the columns of the Jacobian.

Coleman and Moré [3] associate the partition problem with a graph coloring prob-

lem and gave some partitioning algorithms which can make the number of function

evaluations needed to approximate the Jacobian by the CPR algorithm optimal or

nearly optimal.

Following Coleman and Moré, we give some definitions concerning a partition of

the columns of the Jacobian.

Definition 1.3. A partition of the columns of a matrix B is a division of the

columns into groups ci,C2,... ,cp such that each column belongs to one and only

one group.

Definition 1.4. A partition of the columns of a matrix B is consistent with the

direct determination of B if, whenever bij is a nonzero element of B, then the group

containing column j has no other column with a nonzero element in row ».

The CPR algorithm can be formulated as follows: For a given consistent partition

of the columns of the Jacobian, which divides the set {l,...,n} into p subsets

ci,..., cp (for convenience, c», t = 1,2,... ,p, denotes both the sets of the columns

and the sets of the indices of these columns), obtain vectors d\, d-z,..., dp such that

B is determined uniquely by the equations

(1.4) Bdi = F(x + dt)-F(x) = yi,        i = 1,2,...,p.

Notice that for the CPR algorithm the number of function evaluations at each

iteration is p + 1.   Since the partition of the columns of the Jacobian plays an
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important role in the CPR algorithm, we call the CPR algorithm based on Coleman

and Moré's algorithms the CPR-CM algorithm.

The advantage of the CPR algorithm is that it usually requires fewer iterations

than Schubert's algorithm. However, it requires more function evaluations at each

iteration than Schubert's algorithm (see Li [7]).

In [7] we proposed an algorithm called the secant/finite difference (SFD) algo-

rithm, which is also based on a consistent partition of the columns of the Jacobian.

However, it uses the information we already have at every iterative step more effi-

ciently than the CPR algorithm. Let

(1.5)

(1.6)

and

di = ^Sjej,       » = l,2,...,p,
i€c¡

ff» = lZd>'        9o = 0,

(1.7) yi=F(x-gi-1)-F(x-gi),       i = l,2,...,p,

where s¿ = x¿ — x¿ denotes the ith component of s. The SFD algorithm can be

formulated as follows: If Sj ^ 0 for some j € c¿, then the jth column of B is

determined uniquely by the equations

Bdi = Vi.

If Sj = 0, then the jth column of B is equal to the jth column of B.

Since

Vl = F(x - g0) - F(x - gi) = F(x) - F(x - <?,),

yp = F(x - gp-i) - F(x - gp) = F(x - </p_i) - F(x),

the number of function evaluations required by the SFD algorithm at each iteration

is one less than that required by the CPR-CM algorithm.

As an example, consider

(1.8)

(1.9)
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The partition cj = {1}, a = {2}, c% = {3}, C4 = {4,5,6,7} is an optimal consistent

partition of the columns of the Jacobian. For this problem, the CPR-CM algorithm

and the SFD algorithm require five and four function evaluations at each iteration,

respectively.

In this paper we propose a hybrid algorithm for solving nonlinear systems of

equations which is a combination of the SFD algorithm and Schubert's algorithm

(including Broyden's algorithm). For some problems, this algorithm can reduce the

number of function evaluations required at each iteration to fewer than that for the
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SFD algorithm by exploiting the special structure of the Jacobian. For example, in

(1.9) the number of function evaluations is two.

The hybrid algorithm and its properties are given in Section 2. A Kantorovich-

type analysis for this algorithm is given in Section 3. A cj-superlinear convergence

result is given in Section 4.

Throughout the paper, L(Rn) denotes the linear space of all real nxn matrices,

|| • ||F the Frobenius norm of a matrix, and || • || the /2-vector norm.

2. The Hybrid Algorithm and Its Properties. Consider the example (1.9).

The first three columns of the matrix are denser than the other columns, and this

makes p, the number of the groups in the partition, at least 4. The hybrid algorithm

divides the columns of the Jacobian into two parts, and uses different algorithms

on each part.

We say a group of the columns of a matrix has 'good sparsity' if the columns

in this group have few nonzeros in the same row position. Otherwise, we say the

group of the columns has 'bad sparsity'.

Suppose the columns of the Jacobian can be divided into two groups—the good

sparsity group c and the bad sparsity group ci. For convenience, we use c and ci

to denote both the groups of the columns of a matrix and the sets of the indices of

these columns. Then,

cUci = {l,...,n}.

For any matrix A e L(Rn), let

M = A.J2 eJeJ'        A2 = A^2eiej-
j'6ci jec

Then A = Ai + A2. The main idea of the hybrid algorithm is to use Schubert's

update (including Broyden's update) on B\, and to use the SFD algorithm on B2,

where B = 5, + B2.

In practice, there are many ways to choose c and C\. For example, we can first

partition the columns by using a CPR-CM procedure. Then, if we can afford m

evaluations of F at each iteration, we can keep the columns of the m - 1 largest

groups of the partition for c and put all the remaining columns into c\.

ALGORITHM 2.1. Given a consistent partition of B2, which divides c into p — 1

subsets c2, C3,..., cp, and given an x° € Rn and a nonsingular matrix B° with the

same sparsity as the Jacobian, for each k > 0 do the following:

(1) Solve Bks% = -F(xk).

(2) Choose xk+l by ifc+1 = xk + s^ or by a global strategy such as a trust-region

method. Let sk = xk+l — xk.

(3) Check for convergence.

(4) Update Bk by Schubert's update to get Bk+1, and update Bk by the SFD

algorithm to get Bk+1.

(5) Set
Bk+i = Bk+i + Bk+i

Let d¿,<7¿ and y¿ be defined as in (1.5)—(1.7), and let

(2.1) Ji= f  F,{x-gi + t{gi-gi-1))dt,        t = l,2,...,p.
Jo
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Then,

(2.2) Jldl = yl,        i = l,2,...,p,

and the update of Algorithm 2.1 can be formulated as

n

B,=B1 + ^([d1]r[di]¿)+eief(2/1 - B^dtf,

(2.3)

t=i
v

B2 = B2 + Y1^2sîsi(Ji - B2)ejej,

We now give some of the properties of B obtained from (2.3).

LEMMA 2.1.   B satisfies the secant equations

(2.4) Bdi = yt,        ¿ = l,...,p,

and (2.4) implies that

(2.5) Bs = F(x) - F(x) = y.

LEMMA 2.2.  B is the unique solution to

(2.6) min{\\Ê - B\\F: Êdt=yt, i' = l,...,p, andÊeZ}.

The proof of this lemma is similar to that for Schubert's algorithm given by Reid

[10] and Marwil [8].

THEOREM 2.3.   If A G L(Rn) has the same sparsity as the Jacobian, then

\B1-Al\\F = \\B1-A1\\F- (B1-A1)s\\

(2.7)
+ E([di]nrfi]«)+KT(yi-^i)]2.

Proof. Let Ex = 5, - Ax and Ei=Bl- A^. From (2.3) we have

(2.8) ejß, = ejB1 + ([d1}J[dl}l)+eJ(y1 - Bidi)[di]f.

Subtracting ejAi from both sides of (2.8), and noticing that ejBid\ = ejB\[d\)i

and that ejA\d\ = efAi[di]i, we obtain

ejE1 = ejE1 + ([d1]J[d1]t)+eJ(y1 - B1dl)[d1]J

(2-9) =ejE1(I-([d1}f[d1]l)+[d1}l[d1]J)

+ ([di}J[di}l)+eJ(y1-A1d1)[d1}J.

Since ([di]f [di]i)+ej(yi — Aidi) is a scalar, the first and second terms on the right

of (2.9) are perpendicular to each other, and we have

liefen2 = \\ejE1(i - udiin^mwdiinii2+(Kin^n^i - ¿^oi2
= llefSJ2 - ([dtf [d^ejE^dM2 + {[di]J[diW + \eJ(j,, - A^)]2

< WefE.W2 - —lefE^]2 + ([d.lfld^+lefiy, - A,d,
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Therefore,

\\B1-Al\\F = ^i\\ejE1\
1=1

1
<\\B1-A1\\F-1-^\\(B1-A1)dl

llöll

+ E([di]«T[di]í)+[ef(í/i-^iái)]S

1
»=j

= \\B1-A1\\2F ■\\(Bi-^MÀ

+ J2([d1]f[diW+[eï(yi-A1d1)}2.    D
i=l

THEOREM 2.4.   If A & L(Rn) has the same sparsity as the Jacobian, then

1
\B2-A2\\2F<\\B2-A2\\F-

(2.10)
114

■\\(B2-A2)s\

+ T,T,8î°MJi-A)ei\\2.
t=2 jeci

Proof. Let E2 = B2- A2 and E2 = B2-A2. It follows from (2.3) that if j e c¿,

i = 2,...,p, then

(2.11) B2eá = B2ej + s+Sj(Ji - B2)er

Subtracting A2tj from both sides of (2.11), we obtain

E2ej = (1 - sjsj)E2ej + sJsj(Ji - A2)ej.

Since (1 — s^Sj)s^Sj = 0, we have

\\E2e3\\2 = (1 - 8¡Sj)\\E2ej\\2 + spjMJi - A2)e}\\2

= \\E2ej\\2 - spjWE^jf + 8+aMJi - M)e3\\2.

Therefore,

II^II^Ell^eiH2

(2.12) p
= ii^ii2f - E *;*iii^«iiia+E E *î8MJi - ^w2-

jec i=2 jGc,

In addition,

J2spj\\E2ej\\2 =
j€c

E2j2*i Ts ¡eje j

j£c

\\E2Y.i&*ï°WÏ*\? _\\Ejstf
\H2 '    INI2

Thus, (2.10) follows from (2.12).    D
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3. A Kantorovich-Type Analysis. To study the convergence properties of

Algorithm 2.1, we assume that F' satisfies the following Lipschitz condition in the

domain D defined after (1.1): For every i € c, there exists "ft > 0 such that

(3.1) \\(F'(x)-F'(y))el\\<ll\\x-y\\   Vx,yeD,

and there exists $i > 0, i = 1,2,..., n such that

(3.2) \\eJ(F'(x)1-F'(y)1)\\<9t\\x-y\\   Vx,yeD.

Let -y = (Eiec72)1/2, 9 = (£?-ii<)1/a> a = tf + °2)1/2-   If F' satisfies this

Lipschitz condition, then the following are true:

(3.3) \\F'(x)i-F'(y)i\\F<0\\x-y\\   Vx,yeD,

(3.4) ||F,(x)2-F'(y)2||F<7||x-2/||    Vi.yeD,

and

(3.5) ll^(x)-F'(»)||i.<o||x-»||   Vï,y€D.

LEMMA 3.1. Let F' satisfy (3.1) and (3.2), and let B be generated by Algorithm

2.1. If x & D and x — d\ C D, then for any z € D,

Pi - fWitfr < \\Bi - n*)Úr - ji IK* - í*Wi)*Ha
(3-6) 2

+ Ö2(^||x-z|| + -||d1||J   .

Proo/. Substituting F'(z) for .4 in (2.7), we obtain

Pi - F'izM < ||fl, - F'^ill?, - ijijjIKi?, - F'(*)i)*l|2

(3.7)
+E(id»in*]o+[^(»i--p'wái)]a.

t=i
By (2.1), (2.2), (3.3), and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have

tt([di]ï[di]i)+[eï(yi-F'(z)d1)]2
¿=i

= ¿([*]f[*]í)+(^(ii-^W)i[di]<)a
t=i

(3-8)      < ¿([diindi]i)+||er(Ji -f(*))i||a||Mifla < EHe^Jx -JP'(^))1||3
t=i ¿=i

= ||(J, - F'WhU2, - I / (F'(x - (1 - i)di) - F'W)! di
\\Jo

<e*(\\x-z\\ + i\\dl\\)*.

Then (3.6) follows from (3.7) and (3.8).    D
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LEMMA 3.2.   Let F' satisfy (3.1) and (3.2), and let B be generated by Algorithm

2.1. If x G D and {x — &, i = 2,... ,p} c D, then for any z € D,

1

(3.9)
\\B2 - F'(z)2\\2F < \\B2 - F'(z)2\\2F - „||(ß2 - F'(*)2)S||2

]s\\

+ 72(||x-z|| + ||s||)2.

Proof. Substituting F'(z) for A in (2.10), we obtain

(3.10)

B2 - F'{z)2\\2F < \\B2 - F'(z)2\\2F - ¿t\\{B3 - F'(z)2)s\\2

+ JlJlsîsMJt-F'(z))ej\\2.
i=2 jec.

It follows from (2.1) and (3.1) that

E E »i'M* - F'(z))e3\\2 < E E IKJ^ - F'W)ejf
i=1 j€Cj t=2 j€c¡

P il    -1 2

= E E II Í && - 9i + t(gi - 9i-i)) - F'(z)) dte

^éE^^^-'ll + ̂ -OINI+ílIft-ill)*)
¿=2 jeci

V

< E E * - *u + Ni)2=^2(iiz - *n + N
¿=2 jeci

Thus, (3.9) follows from (3.10) and (3.11).    D

Let

d1 = E sJei>
j€Ci

and
i

?,fc = E4'    t = i,2,...,p, ffS = o.

We have the following estimate for Bk+1.

THEOREM 3.3.   Let F' satisfy (3.1) and (3.2), and let {xk} and {Bk} be gen-

}«?■erated by Algorithm 2.1. // {»>}$¿o C D and {xj+1 - g\, i = 1,2,... ,p}*=0 C £>,

(3.12) \\Bk+1 - F'(xk+1)\\F < \\B° - F'(x°)\\F + 2a E ll*t+1 - «*!!■
»=o

Proof. Substituting z for x in (3.6) and (3.9), we have

p! - F'ix^Wl < \\B, - F'(*)iIIf + ^Hdxll)

and

p2 - F'(x)2\\2F < \\B2 - F'(x)2\\2F + (7||S||)2.
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Therefore,

p - F'(x)||2F = p! - F'ix^W2. + p2 - F'(x)2\\2F

< \\B - F'(x)\\2f + (*2 + 72)lkl|2 = \\B - F'(x)\\2f + <*2\\s\\2.

Then,

(3.13)   p - F'{x)\\F < \\B - F'(x)\\F + a\\x - x\\ < \\B - F'(x)\\F + 2a\\x - x\\.

Thus, (3.12) follows from (3.13).    D

Inequality (3.12) allows us to obtain the following Kantorovich-type theorem for

Algorithm 2.1.

THEOREM  3.4.   Assume that F' satisfies (3.1) and (3.2).   Also assume that

x° e D and B° e L(Rn) satisfy

\\b0-f'(x°)\\f<6,   mb0)-1^ < ß,   ||(fl0rW)ll<rç

and
aßr]

h = < — -
(1-3/JÓ)2 ~ 10'        P       3"

IfS{x°,2t*) = {x: \\x-x°\\ <2t*}cD, where

'• = ̂ u-(i-«>*)■"),
then {xk}, generated by Algorithm 2.1 without any global strategy, converges to x*,

the unique root of F(x) in S(x°,t) C\D, where

(3.14)

where

(3.15)

aß

Proof. Consider the scalar iteration

2ß
tk+l —tk =

2-ßb
f(tk),        i0 = 0, k = 0,1,2,...,

„ ,      5    o     l-3ßb       r\

It is easy to show that {tk} satisfies the difference equation

(3.16) tk+1 -tk = -^—[a(tk - ffc-i) + 2aifc_i + 6]{tk - i*_i),
1-tp

where <p = (3 + ßb)/b < 2/3. Note that (3.16) is equivalent to

(3.17) ifc+i - tk
ß

\-<p
[a(í* + í*-i) + ¿](ífc-í*-i).

From (3.17) we see that {tk} is a monotonically increasing sequence.  Since t* is

the smaller of the two roots of (3.15), from (3.14) we have

t  — ifc+i = t* — tk —
Iß

2-ßb m)
2ß

2-ßb

2ß

2-ßb

/(«•) - f(tk) - f'(tk)(t* - tk) + (/'(<*) + 2-Jt ]
2ß

|o(f+**) + §« (f-tk).
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Noticing that r* > 0 = ¿Oí by induction we have

tk<f,        fc = 0,l,2,....

Therefore, from (3.14),

lim tk = t*.
k-*oo

Now, by induction, we will prove that

(3.18) ||xfc+1-xfc||<ífc+1-ífc,        fc = l,2,...,

(3.19) {xk}cS(x°,t*),

(3.20) {xk+1-gk, i = l,2,...,p}cS(x°,2t*),

and

(3.21)

For k = 0, we have

ß
IKßTi^r1-^/?,     fc = i,2,...i -tp

x1 - x°\\ < r? < Y^n = h - to < t*.

Thus,

II*1 - 0° - *°|| < Hx1 - x°|| + ||ff?|| < 2ÜX1 - x°|| < 2f.

Suppose (3.18)-(3.21) holds for k = 0,1,... ,m - 1. Then,
m-l

||xm-X°||<   E(í«+1-Í«)=ím<í*.

i=0

Therefore, xm 6 S(x°,t*), and

{xm-g™-\ t = l,...,p}c3(x°,2f).

By Theorem 3.3,

\\(B»)-\Bm - B°)\\

< \\(B0)-l\\F(\\Bm - F'(xm)\\F + \\F'(xm) - F'(x°)\\F + \\F'(x°) - B°\\F)

3 + ßb
m-l

< ß   3a E Hx,+ 1 - xtH +2¿    - ß^at* + 2b) < ^- = tp.
t=0

Thus, by Theorem 3.14 of Dennis and Schnabel [6, p. 45],

||(Bm)-l||<^_<3/J.
l-tp

Therefore,

||xm+1 - xm|| < ||(5m)-1||F||F(xm) - Fix"1'1) - Bm-l(xm - x™-1

m-2

|||xm - x"*-1!! + 2a E \\xi+1 - x\\ + S
ß

l-tp
t=0

xm-xm_1|

ß
<-[a(ím - ím_i) + 2aím_i + b](tm - <m_i) = tm+i - tm.

1-ip

This completes the induction step. From (3.18) it is easy to show that there is an

x* € D such that

lim xk = x*.
k—>oo

The uniqueness of x* in S(x°,t) D D can be obtained from Theorem 12.6.4 of [9]

by setting A{x) = B°.    D
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4. Local Convergence Properties. To study the local convergence of our

algorithm, we assume that F : D C Rn —* Rn has the following property:

(4.1)        There is an x* € D, such that .F(x*) = 0 and F'(x*) is nonsingular.

THEOREM 4.1. Let F satisfy (4.1), and let F' satisfy (3.1) and (3.2). Also, let

{xk} be generated by Algorithm 2.1 without any global strategy. Then there exist

e, b > 0 such that if x° 6 D and B°, a nonsingular n x n matrix, satisfy

||x°-*l<e,       \\B°-F'(x*)\\f<6,

then {xk} is well defined and converges q-superlinearly to x*.

Proof. Notice that when e and b are small enough, we have that h < 1/10,

ßb < 1/3 and that S(x°,2t*) C D, where h,ß and t* are defined in Theorem 3.4.

Therefore, by Theorem 3.4,

{xk+1-gk, i = l,2,...,p}cD.

Thus, substituting x* for z in (3.6) and (3.9), we have

||ft - F'(x*h\\2F < ||ft - FV)iI|2f - pplKBi - F'(x*)i)sf

+ 02(||x-xl + ||S||)2,

and

(4.3)

Then,

\B2 - F'(x*)2\\2F < \\B2 - F'(x*)2||2F - pp-(ft - nx*)2)S||2

+ 72(||x-xl + ||S||)2.

\\B - F'(x*)\\2F = \\B, - n*')iIIf + lift - i,'(**)2|||-

<||ß-F'(x*)||2F + a2(||x-xl + W)2

<\\B-F'(x*)\\2F + (3ao-(xx))2,

where cr(x,x) = max{||x — x*||, ||x — x*||}- Therefore,

\\B - F'(x*)||F < \\B - F'(x*)||F + 3atr(x, x).

Thus, by Theorem 5.1 of Dennis and Moré [5], {xk} converges at least g-linearly to

x*.

By Theorem 3.1 of Dennis and Moré [5], to prove g-superlinear convergence, we

need only prove that

(4.4) liml|(ii>-FWI=o.
k-oo ||sfc||

Let Ë = B - F'(x*) and E = B - F'(x*). Then, it follows from (4.2) and (4.3)

that

(4-5) Pi||f < (||£i||2F-^p|P)      +39a(x,x),

and that

(4.6) ||ft||F < (||ft||2F - J!^l!)      +37a(x,x).
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From (4.5) and (4.6), using the same argument for proving g-superlinear conver-

gence of Broyden's algorithm (see Dennis and Moré [5]), we obtain

(4.7) ||mii(5*-/y)),,'ii=0|
k—>oo IIs   ||

and

(4.8) Um "*-,flf•»■•*"-0.
fc-oo ||s*||

Notice that

\\(Bk - F'(x*))sk\\ < \\(Bk - F'(x*))isk\\ + 11(5* - F'(x*))2sk\\.

Thus, (4.4) follows from (4.7) and (4.8).
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